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METHOD OF AUTOMATED INTERFACE CHANGE (VERSIONS)

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to the information technology, and more specifically to the

method of automated interface change.

Background of Invention

The process of automated interface change requires a flexible and user-friendly

way to configure the user interface at the stage of implementation or execution of

business applications on electronic computers, such as personal computers,

laptops, etc.

"Implementation" will hereinafter refer to a process of deploying the software on

electronic computers and configuring it subject to a specific environment in order

to be run by users.

There are different ways to cope with the said challenge.

Patent Application US No. 201 1252397 (publ. October 13, 201 1) offers a method

of automated interface change that comprises receiving a request from a user;

obtaining all system configurations capable of providing the requested service

from a dynamic feature model; obtaining a corresponding configuration;

reconfiguring resources of the system on the basis of the obtained configuration;

and providing the requested service. As a result, the said method makes it possible

to provide services optimized for an environment that varies in real time without

user interference.

However this method is of limited use as obtaining all system configurations to

choose a corresponding configuration and reconfigure system resources on the



basis of the obtained configuration lengthens the process of changing the user

interface and requires significant resources to store all possible configurations.

Summary of the Invention

Thus, there is a need to enhance the set of technological tools by developing a

rapid and universal method of automated interface change which would enable the

user to configure it up by him/hcrsclf in a flexible and user friendly way when

implementing or executing the application.

To achieve this goal and the specified technical result, the first invention

embodiment offers an automated interface change method that comprises the

following phases: creating a separate system element preliminarily at the

development stage, specifying its composing dependent elements and saving such

separate clement in the storing device; forming a special element to store values of

the separate system element; setting the value of the said special system element at

the stage of application implementation or execution; downloading that separate

system clement at the stage of the application execution; obtaining the value of the

separate system element from the special value storage element; reconfiguring user

interface elements connected with composing dependent elements, by using the

obtained value of the separate system element.

The following invention embodiment makes it possible to achieve the specified

technical result by applying the automated interface change method that comprises

the following phases: creating a separate system clement preliminarily at the

development stage, specifying its composing dependent elements and saving such

separate element in the storing device; creating an element parameterizing values

of the separate system clement; forming an clement intended to store matches of

parameter values with values of the separate system element; entering matches of

parameter values with values of the separate system element at the stage of

application implementation or execution; setting the parameter values at the stage



of application execution; selecting the value of the separate system element

corresponding to the specified parameter value from the element storing matches

of parameter values with values of the separate system clement; reconfiguring user

interface elements connected with composing dependent elements by using the

obtained value of the separate system element.

The specific attribute of both embodiments is that where the system clement

depends on several separate elements, parts of the interface connected with such

system element will be displayed if it is permitted at least by one of those separate

elements.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Fig. 1 is a logic block diagram illustrating the method of automated interface

change according to the first version of this invention.

Fig. 2 is a logic block diagram illustrating the method of automated interface

change according to the second version of this invention.

Detailed Description of the Invention

This invention can be implemented on electronic computers (e.g. personal

computers, etc.) in a computing system (hereinafter the 'system') designed for

overall automation of processes related to economic and organizational activities,

various types of accounting, financial and economic analyses in an enterprise in

any area of business. The system existing as a set of invariable files comprises a

combination of various software tools applied both by developers and users. The

system is logically divided into two parts interacting with each other. They are a

configuration, i . e. the ability to configure the system subject to the environment of

any particular enterprise and tasks to be performed, and a platform to manage the

configuration operations. The implementation of this invention requires a relevant

infobase to store a set of data used to handle different tasks.



The method of automated interface change enables rapid configuration of the

user interface during the implementation or system operations while providing

flexible and user-friendly capabilities of setting up the interface by the user

him/herself and capabilities of setting up the interface based on parameters of

separate elements created in the system.

The method presented in this invention is meant for activating/deactivating

when implementing entire functional blocks without changing the application

itself, i.e. without deleting or modifying any parts of the system software code. For

instance, the developer can single out a capability of working with additional

object properties, e.g. the "Goods" properties, as a separate system element. In this

case, if the developer disables this capability, all capabilities related to additional

"Goods" properties will be hidden in the system interface. With specified settings,

the system automatically sets up a new state and makes the interface easier-to-

understand, free from unnecessary elements and convenient to work with.

The method presented in the first version comprises creating a separate system

clement preliminarily at the development stage (Fig, 1-120), specifying its

composing dependent elements (Fig. 1-1 10), and saving such separate element in

the storing device. It is also necessary to specify in this element which other

system elements it influences. Different system elements, such as attributes,

commands can be part of separate system elements. Attributes are catalogue or

document fields that are displayed on the form for the user to read or complete.

The command is a configuration object used by the developer to describe actions to

be performed by the user.

Then a special element is formed (Fig. 1-130) to store values of the separate

system clement (Fig. 1-120). This special clement (Fig. 1-130) has a required

property to be specified - the Storage property, for which you can select an object

to serve as a source of element values. You can select, for example, such objects as

constants, catalogue attributes, and information register resources. Constants store

values that change rarely, for example, Organization Name, Tax Payer Number,

Director Name, etc. Catalogues are tools used to work with a list of homogeneous



elements of data. Any catalogue has two required attributes - "Code" and "Name"

- that are created automatically. Other catalogue attributes that may contain some

other information in addition to the name should be determined for each specific

catalogue being created. Information registers are intended to store information

deployed by a combination of dimensions. Register resources are quantitative or

integral data stored in the register. To manage the interface, only those separate

elements whose values are stored in Boolean-type attributes can be used.

At the implementation or execution stage (Fig. 1-200), the application sets up a

value of the said special system element (Fig. 1-210). At the stage of the

application execution (Fig. 1-300), the separate element created in the system is

downloaded (Fig. 1-120), the separate element value is obtained from the special

value storage clement (Fig. 1-130), and user interface elements (Fig. 1-310)

corresponding to composing dependent elements (Fig. 1-1 10) are reconfigured

based on the obtained value of the special element (Fig. 1-210). In a particular

case, the user interface clement (Fig. 1-3 10) that depends on several separate

elements or is part of several separate elements (Fig. 1-120) will be displayed if it is

permitted at least by one of those separate elements (Fig. 1-120).

The first version of this invention can be exemplified by a task when it is

required, depending on the environment of a particular implementation, to provide

for disabling the capability of customer accounting by divisions serving such

customers, so that "the Division" field is not displayed in the document form when

the document is handled. To this end, a separate element (Fig. 1-120) - "the

Accounting by Division" element - should be created. A dependent system

clement (Fig. 1-1 10) (e.g. the "Client Receipt" document attribute) should be

specified in the separate element composition. Then a special element (Fig. 1-130),

"the Accounting by Division" constant, should be formed to store sources of

Boolean-type system element values. The special element value (Fig. 1-210)

should be set to "False" at the implementation or execution stage (Fig. 1-200 and

Fig. 1-3 00), this disables "the Accounting by Division" separate element (Fig. 1-



120) and the system automatically reconfigures the representation of all interface

elements (Fig. 1-3 10) composing the separate element (Fig. 1-120), such as, for

example, fields, commands, report elements, in this particular case the user

interface hides "the Division" field.

As regards the second version of this invention, the separate clement value

(Fig. 2-120) depends on some parameters. To implement this dependency, special

elements parameterizing values of separate system elements are used.

This method comprises creating a separate system element (Fig. 2-120)

preliminarily at the development stage (Fig, 2-100), specifying its composing

dependent elements (Fig. 2-1 10), and saving such separate clement in the storing

device. Then the element parameterizing values (Fig. 2-140) of the separate system

element (Fig. 2-120) is created. That element should specify a set of objects whose

values will determine the selection of separate element values. The list of available

objects includes catalogues and dimensions of the information register. In this case,

register dimensions show what view points should be used to store the information.

One catalogue from the overall list of catalogues and one dimension from each

information register can be selected per each parameter value in this list. For

example, if a separate element (Fig. 2-120) is stored in the catalogue attribute, then

the parameter should contain a link to a particular catalogue element. If the

separate clement (Fig. 2-120) is stored in the resource of the information register,

values of all register dimensions should be specified. In this case, every dimension

should be characterized by its parameter. Parameters make it possible to create

separate system elements with a result that has not been set just once at the

implementation stage but can vary based on data stored in the infobase, based on

the parameter of the separate system element (Fig. 2-120).

The next steps include forming an element intended to store matches of

parameter values with values of the separate system element (Fig. 2-130) and

entering matches of parameter values with values of the separate system elements

(Fig. 2-210) at the stage of application implementation or execution (Fig.2-200).



Then the parameter value (Fig. 2-3 10) at the stage of the application execution

(Fig. 2-300) should be set. The value of the separate element (Fig. 2-320)

corresponding to the specified parameter value (fig. 2-3 10) is selected from the

element storing matches of parameter values with values of the separate system

element (Fig. 2-130). Then user interface elements (Fig. 2-330) connected with

composing dependent elements (Fig. 2-1 10) is reconfigured based on the separate

system element value (Fig. 2-120). If not all parameters are specified for a

separate element (Fig. 2-120) of the Boolean type, then " the OR" operation for all

values with unspecified parameters is performed. For example, if a separate

element (Fig. 2-120) is stored in the information register with "the Organization"

dimension and " the Warehouse" dimension, and only "the Organization"

dimension is specified, then the value of the separate clement (Fig. 2-120) will be

"True" provided that the separate element value (Fig. 2-120) for at least one of

warehouses listed in "the Warehouse" dimension is "True".

The next version of this invention can be exemplified by a task when it is

required to display or hide "the VAT Rate" field in documents depending on the

organization for which the goods receipt is registered. If the organization maintains

separate tax accounting, "the VAT Rate" field should be displayed to enable the

user to choose a common (default) or any other (e.g. reduced) rate. If the

organization does not maintain separate accounting, this field should be hidden as a

default "VAT rate" will be used. To achieve this goal, the method requires creating

a separate clement - i.e. "the Separate VAT Accounting" clement - in the system

(Fig. 2-120), specifying its composing dependent elements (Fig. 2-1 10), and saving

the created element in the storing device. The next step is to create the

"Organization" clement parameterizing (Fig. 2-140) values of the separate clement

(Fig. 2-120), and form the element for storing matches of parameter values with

values of the separate element (Fig. 2-130). Thus the value of the separate element

(Fig. 2-120) will be stored in "the Catalogue.Organizations.Attribute. Separate

VAT Accounting" catalogue attribute of the Boolean type. At the stage of the

application implementation or execution (Fig. 2-200 and Fig. 2-300), "the



Organization" parameter value is set up (Fig. 2-3 10), and the corresponding

"False" or "True" value is selected. Then, if the organization does not maintain a

separate tax accounting, "the VAT Rate" field will be hidden, but if it docs, this

field will be displayed. Similar to the first embodiment example, in a particular

case, the user interface element that depends on several separate elements or is part

of several separate elements will be displayed if it is permitted at least by one of

those separate elements (Fig. 2-120).

Thus, methods of automated interface change offered by this invention

embodiments enhances the set of technological tools and allows setting up the user

interface in a flexible manner at the stage of implementation and execution.



Claims

1. A method of automated user interface change that comprises the following

stages:

- creating a separate system element preliminarily at the development stage,

specifying its composing dependent elements and saving such separate clement in

the storing device;

- forming a special element to store values of the separate system element;

- setting the value of the said special system clement at the stage of application

implementation or execution;

- downloading that separate system element at the stage of the application

execution;

- obtaining the value of the separate system element from the special value storage

element;

- reconfiguring user interface elements connected with composing dependent

elements by using the obtained value of the separate system clement.

2. A method specified in cl. 1, wherein the user interface element depending on

several separate elements is displayed if it is permitted at least by one of those

separate elements.

3. A method of automated user interface change that comprises the following

stages:

- creating a separate system element preliminarily at the development stage,

specifying its composing dependent elements and saving such separate element in

the storing device;

- creating an element parameterizing values of the separate system element;

- forming an element intended to store matches of parameter values with values of

the separate system element;

- entering matches of parameter values with values of the separate system element

at the stage of application implementation or execution;



- setting the parameter value at the stage of application execution;

- selecting the value of the separate system element corresponding to the specified

parameter value from the clement storing matches of parameter values with values

of the separate system element;

- reconfiguring user interface elements connected with composing dependent

elements by using the obtained value of the separate system clement.

4 . A method specified in cl. 3, wherein the user interface element depending on

several separate elements is displayed if it is permitted at least by one of those

separate elements.
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